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A UNIQUELY DEFINED ENTROPY STABLE MATRIX DISSIPATION

OPERATOR FOR HIGH MACH NUMBER IDEAL MHD AND

COMPRESSIBLE EULER SIMULATIONS

ANDREW R. WINTERS1,∗, DOMINIK DERIGS2, GREGOR J. GASSNER1, AND STEFANIE WALCH2

Abstract. We describe a unique averaging procedure to design an entropy stable dissipation

operator for the ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) and compressible Euler equations. Often
in the derivation of an entropy conservative numerical flux function much care is taken in

the design and averaging of the entropy conservative numerical flux. We demonstrate in

this work that if the discrete dissipation operator is not carefully chosen as well it can have
deleterious effects on the numerical approximation. This is particularly true for very strong

shocks or high Mach number flows present, for example, in astrophysical simulations. We

present the underlying technique of how to construct a unique averaging technique for the
discrete dissipation operator. We also demonstrate numerically the increased robustness of the
approximation.

Keywords: ideal magnetohydrodynamics, compressible Euler, entropy stable, dissipation term,
high Mach number

1. Introduction

The ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations have a multitude of applications and can
be written as a system of hyperbolic conservation laws

(1.1)
∂

∂t


%

%u

E

B

+∇ ·


%u

%(u⊗ u) +
(
p+ 1

2‖B‖
2
)
I−B ⊗B

u
(
E + p+ 1

2‖B‖
2
)
−B(u ·B)

u⊗B −B ⊗ u

 = 0, and ∇ ·B = 0,

where %, %u, and E are the mass, momentum, and energy densities of the plasma system, and B
is the magnetic field. The pressure, p, is related to the conserved quantities through the ideal gas
law

(1.2) p = (γ − 1)

(
E − %

2
‖u‖2 − 1

2
‖B‖2

)
,

where γ is the adiabatic constant and ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidian vector norm. We compactly write the
system (1.1) by introducing the following notation for the vector of conservative variables and
vector fluxes, e.g. in the one spatial dimension

(1.3)
∂q

∂t
+
∂f

∂x
= 0,
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where the conservative variables and the flux are given by

(1.4) q =



%
%u
%v
%w
E
B1

B2

B3


, f =



%u
%u2 + p+ 1

2‖B‖
2 −B2

1

%uv −B1B2

%uw −B1B3

u
(
E + p+ 1

2‖B‖
2
)
−B1(u ·B)

0
uB2 − vB1

uB3 − wB1


= 0,

respectively.
For the ideal MHD equations the issue of entropy conservation, and therefore entropy stability,

is linked to satisfying the divergence-free condition of the magnetic field B [13]. In three spatial
dimensions the divergence-free condition is given by

(1.5) ∇ ·B = 0.

In one spatial dimension the divergence-free condition simplifies to be

(1.6)
∂B1

∂x
= 0.

We note that, on the continuous level, the divergence-free constraint in one spatial dimension
is immediately satisfied due to the form of the flux for B1 in (1.4). However, a discretisation
of the ideal MHD equations, even in one spatial dimension, may not satisfy the divergence-free
constraint. This difficulty discretely satisfying the divergence-free constraint has direct impact on
the entropy stability of an approximation. To develop a provably entropy stable approximation we
introduce the source term of Janhunen [16] that is proportional to the divergence of the magnetic
field, which in one spatial dimension reads

(1.7)
∂q

∂t
+
∂f

∂x
= s := −∂B1

∂x



0
0
0
0
0
u
v
w


.

This strategy to build the divergence-free condition into the ideal MHD equations through a
source term is equivalent to adding zero to the right hand side on the continuous level, but has
implications on the satisfaction of the divergence-free condition on the discrete level [7, 21, 30].
The mass, momentum and total energy remain conserved quantities with the addition of the
Janhunen source term. It has been shown in Winters and Gassner [30] that it is possible to
construct an affordable entropy conservative numerical flux function for the system of balance
laws (1.7). The entropy conservative flux acts as a baseline numerical flux in the approximation.
In order for the numerical scheme to remain applicable to flows that may develop discontinuities
we add dissipation to guarantee entropy stability [30, 25]. We note that Tadmor [25] provides
a fully general and detailed description of entropy stability theory for systems of hyperbolic
PDEs. The framework of Tadmor is built from integrals in phase space. In practice, this can
be numerically expensive (particularly at high-order). Thus, we seek a more computationally
affordable alternative by explicitly defining the average states where the dissipation term should
be evaluated in the approximation. We note that the particular application of Tadmor’s entropy
stability theory to the ideal MHD equations can be found in [2, 30].
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The averaging procedure for the discrete dissipation term in previous work, e.g. [30, 7], used
an ad hoc design. However, recent experience has revealed that for flow configurations containing
very strong shocks or high Mach numbers (like those found in astrophysics [1, 17, 28, 29]) a
dissipation term that is not carefully designed is insufficient to guarantee robustness. Thus, it
is the goal of the present work to apply the same careful diligence used to create an entropy
conservative flux to determine an appropriate averaging technique for the dissipation term.

The paper is organised as follows: Sec. 2 provides a brief overview of the entropy stability
theory for the ideal MHD equations. An example of how a naively constructed dissipation term
can lead to physical inconsistencies in the numerics is given in Sec. 3. The construction of the
new entropy stable dissipation operator is provided in Sec. 4. Numerical investigations in Sec. 5
demonstrate the increased robustness of the new scheme particularly for flows with very strong
shocks. Our conclusions are presented in the last section.

2. Entropy stability and the ideal MHD equations

In this section we outline the basic theory for discrete entropy conservative and entropy stable
numerical schemes for the ideal MHD equations. For the ideal MHD equations a suitable entropy
is the physical entropy density (scaled by the constant (γ − 1) for convenience)

(2.1) S(q) = − %s

γ − 1
,

where s = −(γ − 1) ln(%)− ln(β)− ln(2) is the physical entropy and we introduce notation for
the inverse of the temperature T

(2.2) β =
1

RT
=

%

2p
,

where R is the ideal gas constant, and q is the vector of conservative variables. The corresponding
entropy flux for one-dimensional ideal MHD is F (q) = uS. From the entropy function (2.1) we
also define the set of entropy variables

(2.3) v :=
∂S

∂q
=

[
γ − s
γ − 1

− β‖u‖2, 2βu, 2βv, 2βw,−2β, 2βB1, 2βB2, 2βB3

]T
,

and the symmetric positive definite entropy Jacobian matrix that relates the entropy variables to
the conservative variables
(2.4)

∂v

∂q
:= H =



% %u %v %w E − 1
2‖B‖

2 0 0 0

%u %u2 + p %uv %uw %hu 0 0 0

%v %uv %v2 + p %vw %hv 0 0 0

%w %uw %vw %w2 + p %hw 0 0 0

E − 1
2‖B‖

2 %hu %hv %hw %h2 − a2p
γ−1 + a2‖B‖2

γ
pB1

%
pB2

%
pB3

%

0 0 0 0 pB1

%
p
% 0 0

0 0 0 0 pB2

% 0 p
% 0

0 0 0 0 pB3

% 0 0 p
%


,

where

(2.5) a2 =
pγ

%
, E =

p

γ − 1
+
%

2
‖u‖2 +

1

2
‖B‖2, h =

a2

γ − 1
+

1

2
‖u‖2,

and h is the enthalpy.
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In general, the entropy of the ideal MHD system obeys the entropy inequality

(2.6)
∂S

∂t
+
∂F

∂x
≤ 0,

where equality holds for smooth solutions and the entropy decays for discontinuous solutions [2].
We note that it is important that the density, %, and pressure, p, remain positive for the contraction
of the ideal MHD equations into entropy space to remain valid. When designing an entropy stable
discretisation the first step is to derive an entropy conservative (EC) numerical flux that acts as
a baseline. Because entropy conservative schemes produce high-frequency oscillations near shocks
(see e.g. [30]), dissipation is added to the baseline EC flux to reduce the presence of non-physical
oscillations in shocked regions of the flow. Unfortunately, for high-order approximations, the
amount of dissipation added to guarantee entropy stability does not guarantee an overshoot-free
approximation and additional shock capturing is required to remove all osciallations, c.f. [4, 20].

2.1. Entropy stable numerical flux. We consider the design of a numerical flux function at
a single interface of a finite volume scheme where the approximate solution has a single jump
between the left (L) solution state and the right (R) solution state. In recent years the development
of entropy conservative flux functions for the compressible Euler [14, 5] and ideal MHD equations
[6, 30] has been a focus of research. Also, there has been work on how to implement these entropy
conserving (and stable) algorithms into the large scale computational framework FLASH [7, 27].
However, all previous work has not explicitly discussed how the dissipation term added to the
baseline entropy conservative flux should be discretised.

Thus, the main focus of the current work is to demonstrate that the same special attention
and detail that goes into deriving an EC baseline flux also must be taken when designing the
dissipation term used to create an entropy stable scheme. As such, we assume that a baseline
EC flux has already been constructed and begin with the kinetic energy preserving and entropy
conserving (KEPEC) flux developed in [30, App. B] to create an entropy stable numerical
approximation for the ideal MHD equations. To present the baseline numerical flux we define the
arithmetic mean, the logarithmic mean and the jump operators

(2.7) {{ · }} =
(·)L + (·)R

2
, (·)ln =

J·K
Jln(·)K

, J·K = (·)R − (·)L,

where a numerically stable approach to compute the logarithmic mean when (·)R ≈ (·)L is given in
[14, App. B]. We note that, by definition, the logarithm mean computes the unknown intermediate
value in the mean value theorem applied to the function f(x) = ln(x). The KEPEC flux for the
ideal MHD equations is given by

(2.8) f∗,KEPEC =



%ln{{u}}

%ln{{u}}2 + {{%}}
2{{β}} + 1

2

(
{{B2

1}} + {{B2
2}} + {{B2

3}}
)
− {{B2

1}}
%ln{{u}}{{v}}− {{B1B2}}
%ln{{u}}{{w}}− {{B1B3}}

%ln{{u}}
2(γ−1)βln + {{%}}{{u}}

2{{β}} −
1
2%

ln{{u}}
(
{{u2}} + {{v2}} + {{w2}}

)
+ %ln{{u}}

(
{{u}}2 + {{v}}2 + {{w}}2

)
+ {{B2}}

{{β}} ({{βu}}{{B2}}− {{βv}}{{B1}}) + {{B3}}
{{β}} ({{βu}}{{B3}}− {{βw}}{{B1}})

0
1

{{β}} ({{βu}}{{B2}}− {{βv}}{{B1}})
1

{{β}} ({{βu}}{{B3}}− {{βw}}{{B1}})



.

Starting from the KEPEC flux we add a general numerical dissipation term which results in a
kinetic energy preserving and entropy stable (KEPES) scheme of the form

(2.9) f∗,KEPES = f∗,KEPEC − 1

2
D JqK ,
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where D is a suitable dissipation operator. To guarantee entropy stability the dissipation term in
(2.9) must be carefully constructed such that the numerical flux still fulfills the entropy inequality
(2.6). We first rewrite the dissipation term to incorporate the jump in the entropy variables [23]

(2.10)
1

2
D JqK ' 1

2
DH JvK ,

where v is the vector of entropy variables (2.3) and H is the symmetric positive definite entropy
Jacobian matrix (2.4) that relates the variables in conserved and entropy space.

Depending on the form of the dissipation matrix D one generates different numerical fluxes.
Two common choices are a scalar dissipation (SD) term

(2.11) DSD = |ΛSD| = diag(|λmax|, |λmax|, |λmax|, |λmax|, |λmax|, |λmax|, |λmax|, |λmax|),

where λmax is the largest eigenvalue of the ideal MHD system, and a matrix dissipation (MD)
term

(2.12) DMD = R|ΛMD|R−1,

where R is the matrix of right eigenvectors and ΛMD is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues
of the flux Jacobian for the ideal MHD system. To construct an entropy stable numerical flux
with a matrix dissipation term requires a relationship between the entropy Jacobian H and the
right eigenvectors R. From the eigenvector scaling theorem of Barth [2], there exists a positive
diagonal scaling matrix such that

(2.13) H = RTRT .

To ensure that this entropy scaling exists it must be possible to symmetrise the system of PDEs.
It is known that the Powell source term [21] restores the symmetric property to the ideal MHD
system [2, 13]. Thus, just as in [30], we consider the eigendecomposition of the flux Jacobian
matrix that incorporates the Powell source term [21], which supports eight propagating plane-wave
solutions:

• two fast magnetoacoustic waves (±f),
• two slow magnetoacoustic waves (±s),
• two Alfvén waves (±a),
• an entropy wave (E),
• a divergence wave (D).

It is known that the right eigenvectors may exhibit several forms of degeneracy that are carefully
described by Roe and Balsara [22]. We follow the same rescaling procedure of Roe and Balsara
to improve the numerical behaviour of the fast/slow magnetoacoustic eigenvectors. The matrix of
right eigenvectors is

(2.14) R = [ r+f | r+a | r+s | rE | rD | r−s | r−a | r−f ] ,

with the eigenvectors r, and corresponding eigenvalues λ [2, 22, 30]

Entropy and Divergence Waves: λE,D = u

(2.15) rE =



1
u
v
w
‖u‖2

2

0
0
0


, rD =



0
0
0
0
B1

1
0
0


,
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Alfvén Waves: λ±a = u± b1

(2.16) r±a =



0
0

±% 3
2 β3

∓% 3
2 β2

∓% 3
2 (β2w − β3v)

0
−%β3

%β2


,

Magnetoacoustic Waves: λ±f,±s = u± cf,s

(2.17) r±f =



αf%

αf%(u± cf)
% (αfv ∓ αscsβ2σ(b1))

% (αfw ∓ αscsβ3σ(b1))

Ψ±f

0

αsaβ2
√
%

αsaβ3
√
%


, r±s =



αs%

αs% (u± cs)
% (αsv ± αfcfβ2σ(b1))

% (αsw ± αfcfβ3σ(b1))

Ψ±s

0

−αfaβ2
√
%

−αfaβ3
√
%


,

where we introduced several convenience variables

(2.18)

Ψ±s =
αs%‖u‖2

2
− aαf%b⊥ +

αs%a
2

γ − 1
± αscs%u± αfcf%σ(b1)(vβ2 + wβ3),

Ψ±f =
αf%‖u‖2

2
+ aαs%b⊥ +

αf%a
2

γ − 1
± αfcf%u∓ αscs%σ(b1)(vβ2 + wβ3),

c2a = b21, c2f,s =
1

2

(
(a2 + b2)±

√
(a2 + b2)2 − 4a2b21

)
, a2 = γ

p

%
,

b2 = b21 + b22 + b23, b2⊥ = b22 + b23, b =
B
√
%
, β1,2,3 =

b1,2,3
b⊥

,

α2
f =

a2 − c2s
c2f − c2s

, α2
s =

c2f − a2

c2f − c2s
, σ(ω) =

{
+1 if ω ≥ 0,

−1 otherwise
.

The diagonal scaling matrix from (2.13) has the form

(2.19) T = diag

(
1

2%γ
,
p

2%3
,

1

2%γ
,
%(γ − 1)

γ
,
p

%
,

1

2%γ
,
p

2%3
,

1

2%γ

)
.

It is known that the scalar term (2.11) introduces much more dissipation than the matrix term
(2.12). We also create a hybrid type entropy stabilisation term [5, 7]. The hybrid dissipation (HD)
term continuously blends the MD and the SD schemes [7]. This blend of the MD and SD schemes
has benefits in robustness, where the more dissipative SD term is applied near strong shocks, as
well as accuracy in smooth regions and near rarefraction waves or contact discontinuities, where
the less dissipative MD term is applied. The HD scheme has an identical form to (2.12)

(2.20) DHD = R|ΛHD|R−1,

but introduces a new diagonal matrix of eigenvalues defined by

(2.21) |ΛHD(Ξ)| = (1− Ξ)|ΛMD|+ Ξ|ΛSD|.
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As was done in [5, 7], we define the parameter Ξ ∈ [0, 1] using a simple local pressure indicator

(2.22) Ξ =

∣∣∣∣∣pL − pR

pL + pR

∣∣∣∣∣
1
2

.

Combining (2.10), (2.20) and (2.13) we see that the HD term has the form

(2.23)
1

2
DHDH JvK =

1

2
R|ΛHD|R−1(RTRT ) JvK =

1

2
R|ΛHD|TRT JvK .

We then have an entropy stable numerical flux of the form

(2.24) f∗,KEPES = f∗,KEPEC − 1

2
R|ΛHD|TRT JvK .

The method is entropy stable because it satisfies the entropy inequality discretely. To demonstrate
this we contract the semi-discrete approximation of the ideal MHD equations with the entropy
variables (2.3). From the structure of the entropy stable flux (2.24) we obtain a discrete version
of the entropy inequality (2.6) [30]

(2.25)
∂S

∂t
+ JF K ≤ −1

2
JvKT R|ΛHD|TRT JvK ≤ 0.

The entropy inequality is guaranteed to be satisfied discretely because the right side of (2.25) is a
quadratic form scaled by negative one.

We know the specific averaging for the baseline entropy conserving flux (2.8). However, there is
an open question of how to evaluate the dissipation term in (2.24) discretely at some mean state.
Much care is taken in the baseline flux f∗,KEPEC by using very specific averages to guarantee
discrete entropy conservation, e.g. [5, 25, 30]. We will see in Sec. 4 that an equal amount of care
must be taken for the dissipation term to guarantee that the numerical flux remains applicable to
a wide variety of flow configurations.

3. Importance in averaging of the dissipation term

We demonstrate that the averaging technique used in the discrete dissipation operator can have
a profound impact on a numerical simulation. To do so, we will consider the scalar dissipation
scheme of the form

(3.1) f∗,KEPES = f∗,KEPEC − 1

2
|ΛSD|H̃ JvK ,

where we select a naive averaging procedure for H̃ such that all entries of (2.4) are simple

arithmetic means of the primitive quantities, e.g. for the first row of H̃ we have
(3.2)

H̃1,: =

[
{{%}} {{%}}{{u}} {{%}}{{v}} {{%}}{{w}} {{p}}

γ − 1
+

{{%}}
2

(
{{u}}2 + {{v}}2 + {{w}}2

)
0 0 0

]
.

The use of arithmetic means to construct the dissipation term has been used in the literature,
e.g. [3, 21], due in part to the difficulty of constructing a unique and computationally tractable
Roe averaging procedure for the ideal MHD equations.

Consider the following initial conditions, written in primitive variables p = [%, u, v, w, p,B1, B2, B3]T ,
of a strong shock in a uniform fast moving medium,

(3.3)
pL = [1, 10, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0]

T
,

pR =
[
1, 10, 0, 0, 10−6, 0, 0, 0

]T
,

with γ = 1.4. We note that configuration (3.3) corresponds to a blast wave problem with a jump
in the pressure with initial advection in the x−direction which arise frequently for simulations in
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astrophysics. From the initial condition it is clear that there will be no dissipation in the mass
flux when the dissipation term is written in terms of JqK because % in (3.3) is a constant. However,
when we compute the dissipation present in the SD scheme (3.1) we find an alarming result

(3.4)

JvK ≈
[
−4.999992× 107, 9.999990× 106, 0, 0,−9.999990× 105, 0, 0, 0

]T
,

H̃1,: ≈ [1 10 0 0 51.25 0 0 0] ,

H̃1,: · JvK ≈ 1.25× 106 6= J%K .

Instead of zero dissipation, this averaging approach produces an enormous mass flux which
immediately drives the density to become negative after the first time step.

We are free to select any average states used for the discretisation of the dissipation term
in (2.23). However, as was just demonstrated, if one is not careful in selecting the form of the
discrete dissipation term it can lead to numerical problems, e.g. an unphysical flux in the mass,
for certain flow configurations. This problem arises because of the asymptotic equality used to
rewrite the dissipation in terms of the jump in entropy variables (2.10). That is, the discrete
increment of the entropy across a shock generated by (3.4) does not respect the physics of the
problem. In the next section we develop a unique averaging for the hybrid dissipation term
specifically designed to avoid these numerical problems for strong moving shock configurations.

4. Averaging for the hybrid dissipation term

To avoid unphysical dissipation we want to build the average state of H in such a way that
equality holds in (2.10) whenever possible. Recent work by the authors found a unique averaging
for the entropy Jacobian that provides such a property for the scalar dissipation matrix [8]. If we
evaluate the entropy Jacobian at a mean state such that

(4.1) Ĥ =



%ln %ln{{u}} %ln{{v}} %ln{{w}} E 0 0 0

%ln{{u}} %ln{{u}}2 + {{p}} %ln{{u}}{{v}} %ln{{u}}{{w}}
(
E + {{p}}

)
{{u}} 0 0 0

%ln{{v}} %ln{{v}}{{u}} %ln{{v}}2 + {{p}} %ln{{v}}{{w}}
(
E + {{p}}

)
{{v}} 0 0 0

%ln{{w}} %ln{{w}}{{u}} %ln{{w}}{{v}} %ln{{w}}2 + {{p}}
(
E + {{p}}

)
{{w}} 0 0 0

E
(
E + {{p}}

)
{{u}}

(
E + {{p}}

)
{{v}}

(
E + {{p}}

)
{{w}} Ĥ5,5 τ{{B1}} τ{{B2}} τ{{B3}}

0 0 0 0 τ{{B1}} τ 0 0

0 0 0 0 τ{{B2}} 0 τ 0

0 0 0 0 τ{{B3}} 0 0 τ


,

with

Ĥ5,5 =
1

%ln

(
(pln)2

(γ − 1)
+ E

2
)

+ {{p}}
(

{{u}}2 + {{v}}2 + {{w}}2

)
+ τ

(
{{B1}}2 + {{B2}}2 + {{B3}}2

)
,

pln =
%ln

2βln
, {{p}} =

{{%}}
2{{β}}

, τ =
{{p}}
{{%}}

, E =
pln

γ − 1
+

1

2
%ln‖u‖2, and

‖u‖2 = 2
(
{{u}}2 + {{v}}2 + {{w}}2

)
−
(
{{u2}} + {{v2}} + {{w2}}

)
,

then it can be shown that

(4.2) (JqK)i = (Ĥ JvK)i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and (JqK)5 ' (Ĥ JvK)5.

So, the equality holds for each term except for the jump in total energy. The relation that the
jump in total energy only holds asymptotically was necessary to create a discrete dissipation
operator that is still symmetric [8]. The dissipation term must be symmetric positive definite to
ensure the preservation of the correct sign for the entropy to decay in the entropy stable, scalar
dissipation term (3.1).
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Now the strategy to obtain the hybrid dissipation term is clear. We seek average states in the
right eigenvectors and scaling matrix from (2.13) such that we have the discrete entropy scaled
eigenvector relationship

(4.3) Ĥ = R̂T̂ R̂T .

This then defines a unique averaging procedure for the HD operator (2.23) while retaining the
almost equal property (4.2).

It is straightforward, albeit laborious, to relate the entries of the matrix Ĥ and determine
the 64 individual components of the matrices R̂ and T̂ . We will explicitly demonstrate two
computations to outline the general technique and justify the somewhat unconventional averaging
strategies employed in the final form. After this brief outline of the derivation, we will present
the complete, discrete, hybrid dissipation term at the end of this section.

We begin by computing the first entry of the first row of the system, which must satisfy

(4.4) Ĥ1,1 = %ln !
=

1

2%̂γ

(
2(α̂2

f + α̂2
s )%̂2

)
+
%̂(γ − 1)

γ
= (R̂T̂ R̂T )1,1.

The αf,s variables satisfy many useful identities [22] that we must recover discretely. Namely,

(4.5) α̂2
f + α̂2

s = 1, α̂2
f ĉ

2
f + α̂2

s ĉ
2
s = â2.

Thus, there is still some freedom in the underlying averaging of the α̂f,s and the wave speeds
ĉf,s as long as the identities (4.5) hold. We use the first identity in (4.5) and choose %̂ = %ln in

(4.4) to guarantee that Ĥ1,1 = (R̂T̂ R̂T )1,1. Therefore, we have determined the first row of the

discrete eigenvector matrix, denoted by R̂1,:, as well as five entries of the scaling matrix T̂ to be

(4.6)

R̂1,: =
[
α̂f%

ln 0 α̂s%
ln 1 0 α̂s%

ln 0 α̂f%
ln
]
,

T̂ 1,1 = T̂ 3,3 = T̂ 6,6 = T̂ 8,8 =
1

2%lnγ
, T̂ 4,4 =

%ln(γ − 1)

γ
.

The second example is the second entry of the second row of the system given by

(4.7) Ĥ2,2 = %ln{{u}}2 + {{p}} !
=
%̂

γ

(
û2 + α̂2

f ĉ
2
f + α̂2

s ĉ
2
s

)
+
%lnû2(γ − 1)

γ
= (R̂T̂ R̂T )2,2.

We now select the particular average for the sound speed in the second identity of (4.5) to be

(4.8) α̂2
f ĉ

2
f + α̂2

s ĉ
2
s = ā2 = γ

{{p}}
%ln

,

and also take %̂ = %ln and û = {{u}} to guarantee equality in (4.7). So, we have determined some

important terms necessary for the second row of the eigenvector matrix R̂2,:

(4.9)

R̂2,: =
[
α̂f%

ln({{u}} + ĉf) 0 α̂s%
ln({{u}} + ĉs) {{u}} 0 α̂s%

ln({{u}}− ĉs) 0 α̂f%
ln({{u}}− ĉf)

]
,

α̂2
f =

ā2 − ĉ2s
ĉ2f − ĉ2s

, α̂2
s =

ĉ2f − ā2

ĉ2f − ĉ2s
,

where the averages of the two wave speeds ĉf,s are still arbitrary. We apply this same process
to the remaining unknown values from the condition (4.3) and, after a considerable amount of
algebraic manipulation, determine the unique averaging procedure for the discrete eigenvector
and scaling matrices. We note that the derivations as well as the constraint (4.3) have been
verified using the symbolic algebra program Maxima [18].
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We present the definition of the new mean value hybrid dissipation term in three parts. First,
we give the specific averages of the convenience variables (2.18)
(4.10)

Ψ̂±s =
α̂s%

ln‖u‖2
2

− aβα̂f%
lnb̄⊥ +

α̂s%
ln(aln)2

γ − 1
± α̂sĉs%

ln{{u}}± α̂f ĉf%
lnσ(b̄1)({{v}}β̄2 + {{w}}β̄3),

Ψ̂±f =
α̂f%

ln‖u‖2
2

+ aβα̂s%
lnb̄⊥ +

α̂f%
ln(aln)2

γ − 1
± α̂f ĉf%

ln{{u}}∓ α̂sĉs%
lnσ(b̄1)({{v}}β̄2 + {{w}}β̄3),

ĉ2a = b̄21 =
{{B1}}2

%ln
, ĉ2f,s =

1

2

(
(ā2 + b̄2)±

√
(ā2 + b̄2)2 − 4ā2b̄21

)
,

{{p}} =
{{%}}

2{{β}}
, ā2 = γ

{{p}}
%ln

(aln)2 = γ
pln

%ln
, (aβ)2 = γ

1

2{{β}}

b̄2 = b̄21 + b̄22 + b̄23, b̄2⊥ = b̄22 + b̄23, β̄1,2,3 =
b̄1,2,3
b̄⊥

, b̄21,2,3 =
{{B1,2,3}}√

%ln

α̂2
f =

ā2 − ĉ2s
ĉ2f − ĉ2s

, α̂2
s =

ĉ2f − ā2

ĉ2f − ĉ2s
, σ(ω) =

{
+1 if ω ≥ 0,

−1 otherwise
.

Next, we give the average of the right eigenvector matrix

(4.11) R̂ = [ r̂+f | r̂+a | r̂+s | r̂E | r̂D | r̂−s | r̂−a | r̂−f ] ,

with the average eigenvectors r̂, and corresponding average eigenvalues λ̂ (used in the diagonal

matrices to create Λ̂HD (2.21))

Entropy and Divergence Waves: λ̂E,D = {{u}}

(4.12) r̂E =



1
{{u}}
{{v}}
{{w}}
1
2‖u‖2

0
0
0


, r̂D =



0
0
0
0

{{B1}}
1
0
0


,

Alfvén Waves: λ̂±a = {{u}}± b̄1

(4.13) r̂±a =



0
0

±%ln
√

{{%}} β̄3

∓%ln
√

{{%}} β̄2

∓%ln
√

{{%}}(β̄2{{w}}− β̄3{{v}})

0
−%lnβ̄3

%lnβ̄2


,
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Magnetoacoustic Waves: λ̂±f,±s = {{u}}± ĉf,s

(4.14) r̂±f =



α̂f%
ln

α̂f%
ln({{u}}± ĉf )

%ln
(
α̂f{{v}}∓ α̂sĉsβ̄2σ(b̄1)

)
%ln
(
α̂f{{w}}∓ α̂sĉsβ̄3σ(b̄1)

)
Ψ̂±f

0

α̂sa
β β̄2

√
%ln

α̂sa
β β̄3

√
%ln


, r̂±s =



α̂s%
ln

α̂s%
ln ({{u}}± ĉs)

%ln
(
α̂s{{v}}± α̂f ĉf β̄2σ(b̄1)

)
%ln
(
α̂s{{w}}± α̂f ĉf β̄3σ(b̄1)

)
Ψ̂±s

0

−α̂fa
β β̄2

√
%ln

−α̂fa
β β̄3

√
%ln


.

Lastly, we have the average diagonal scaling matrix

(4.15) T̂ = diag

(
1

2γ%ln
,

1

4{{β}}(%ln)2
,

1

2γ%ln
,
%ln(γ − 1)

γ
,

1

2{{β}}
,

1

2γ%ln
,

1

4{{β}}(%ln)2
,

1

2γ%ln

)
.

Now, we have a complete discrete description of the hybrid entropy stable KEPES numerical flux
from (2.24)

(4.16) f∗,KEPES = f∗,KEPEC − 1

2
R̂|Λ̂HD|T̂ R̂

T
JvK .

As a final remark we note that the newly derived HD term remains valid for Euler computations
when all magnetic field components are zero. Details of the average right eigenvector and diagonal
scaling matrices for the Euler equations are given in A.

5. Numerical results

We apply the newly described hybrid entropy stable scheme to four numerical examples. The
new entropy stable solver is implemented into the FLASH framework [12, 9] equipped with the
capability of adaptive mesh refinement (AMR). FLASH is a finite volume (FV) code. We use
third-order reconstruction in space as well as a third-order accurate strong stability preserving
Runge-Kutta time integration scheme (SSPRK). A full description of the implementation of
entropy stable solvers into FLASH is provided by the authors in [7]. In Sec. 5.1 we compare
the accuracy of the entropy stable solver described in [7] to the new entropy stable outlined in
the current work. We determine that the behaviour of the two schemes is very similar for the
two benchmark ideal MHD test cases we consider. Next, Sec. 5.2 demonstrates the increased
robustness of the new entropy stable solver by considering strong, fast moving shock problems.

To select a stable time step for a computational run we use the standard finite volume CFL
condition ∆t ≤ CFL ·min

[
∆x
λx
max

, ∆y
λy
max

, ∆z
λz
max

]
, where λdmax is the speed of the largest wave at time

step n travelling in d = {x, y, z} direction. The value of CFL is a user defined coefficient. All
computations in this work are run with CFL = 0.8.

5.1. Accuracy. For the new entropy stable solver we examine the convergence rate of the
approximation in Sec. 5.1.1 using the smooth Alfvén test. Then we examine the modelling of
complex flow phenomena using the Orszag-Tang vortex in Sec. 5.1.2. For both tests we compare
the new results to the previous entropy stable results of the authors [7].

5.1.1. Smooth Alfvén Wave (1D). The smooth Alfvén wave test [26, 7] is an often used test
problem to compare the accuracy of MHD schemes for smooth flows. The initial circularly
polarized Alfvén wave propagates across a periodic domain. The test has extensively been
described and used to compare a number of ideal MHD schemes by the authors in [7]. We
introduce additional notation for the parallel, B‖ = 1.0, and perpendicular, B⊥ = 0.1 sin(2πx),
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magnetic fields. The field in z-direction is given by Bz = 0.1 cos(2πx). The initial conditions
listed in Table 1 ensure that the magnetic pressure is constant.

Density % 1

Pressure p 0.1

Velocity u
(
0, B⊥, Bz

)T
Mag. field B (B‖, B⊥, Bz)

T

Domain size {xmin, xmax} = {0, 1}
Boundary conditions periodic

Simulation end time tmax = 5.0

Adiabatic index γ = 5/3

Table 1. Initial conditions and runtime parameters: Smooth Alfvén wave test (1D).

To test the accuracy and high resolution properties of our scheme, we run several simulations
with varying resolutions and compute the L1, L2, and L∞ errors for the quantity B⊥ = By.
For sufficiently smooth fields, i.e. in cases where discontinuous features are absent, the used
reconstruction technique is designed to achieve third order accuracy [7]. The obtained errors are
listed in Table 2 where we also examine the experimental order of convergence (EOC) of the
approximate solution. As can be seen, the newly developed KEPES scheme is at least as accurate
as the ES scheme from [7], that is based on the numerical scheme of Ismail and Roe (IR) [14, 23].

8 16 32 64 128 256
N

10−6

10−5

10−4

10−3

10−2

L
1

/
L

2
/
L
∞

er
ro

rs

3 rd order convergence

EC KEPEC ES KEPES

Figure 1. L1 (solid lines), L2 (dashed lines), and L∞ (dotted lines) errors
measured with the smooth Alfvén wave test in 1D. The errors of the old and
new scheme are essentially identical (cf. Table 2).
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EC KEPEC ES KEPES

N
=

8 L1 error 1.382 087 06 × 10−2 1.382 087 48 × 10−2 3.047 724 16 × 10−2 3.047 724 17 × 10−2

L2 error 1.577 133 04 × 10−2 1.577 133 70 × 10−2 3.358 232 15 × 10−2 3.358 232 19 × 10−2

L∞ error 2.124 265 80 × 10−2 2.124 265 73 × 10−2 4.693 882 79 × 10−2 4.693 882 90 × 10−2

N
=

1
6

L1 error 1.166 226 78 × 10−3 1.166 226 51 × 10−3 2.751 339 26 × 10−3 2.751 339 26 × 10−3

L2 error 1.281 686 59 × 10−3 1.281 686 14 × 10−3 2.945 092 68 × 10−3 2.945 092 68 × 10−3

L∞ error 1.910 082 35 × 10−3 1.910 083 25 × 10−3 3.701 807 69 × 10−3 3.701 807 70 × 10−3

EOC 3.57 / 3.62 / 3.48 3.57 / 3.62 / 3.48 3.47 / 3.51 / 3.66 3.47 / 3.51 / 3.66

N
=

3
2

L1 error 1.312 386 41 × 10−4 1.312 386 41 × 10−4 1.996 292 57 × 10−4 1.996 292 57 × 10−4

L2 error 1.463 713 84 × 10−4 1.463 713 84 × 10−4 2.170 192 51 × 10−4 2.170 192 51 × 10−4

L∞ error 2.249 204 80 × 10−4 2.249 204 80 × 10−4 3.006 686 07 × 10−4 3.006 686 07 × 10−4

EOC 3.15 / 3.13 / 3.09 3.15 / 3.13 / 3.09 3.78 / 3.76 / 3.62 3.78 / 3.76 / 3.62

N
=

6
4

L1 error 1.661 113 98 × 10−5 1.661 113 98 × 10−5 1.873 820 41 × 10−5 1.873 820 41 × 10−5

L2 error 1.846 292 86 × 10−5 1.846 292 86 × 10−5 2.077 575 09 × 10−5 2.077 575 09 × 10−5

L∞ error 2.650 819 45 × 10−5 2.650 819 45 × 10−5 2.924 466 72 × 10−5 2.924 466 72 × 10−5

EOC 2.98 / 2.99 / 3.08 2.98 / 2.99 / 3.08 3.41 / 3.38 / 3.36 3.41 / 3.38 / 3.36

N
=

1
2
8

L1 error 2.085 870 56 × 10−6 2.085 870 56 × 10−6 2.152 332 44 × 10−6 2.152 332 44 × 10−6

L2 error 2.317 223 09 × 10−6 2.317 223 09 × 10−6 2.390 613 85 × 10−6 2.390 613 85 × 10−6

L∞ error 3.285 112 04 × 10−6 3.285 112 06 × 10−6 3.376 449 18 × 10−6 3.376 449 18 × 10−6

EOC 2.99 / 2.99 / 3.01 2.99 / 2.99 / 3.01 3.12 / 3.12 / 3.11 3.12 / 3.12 / 3.11

N
=

2
5
6

L1 error 2.610 047 94 × 10−7 2.610 047 94 × 10−7 2.630 819 49 × 10−7 2.630 819 50 × 10−7

L2 error 2.899 160 21 × 10−7 2.899 160 21 × 10−7 2.922 202 13 × 10−7 2.922 202 13 × 10−7

L∞ error 4.101 352 54 × 10−7 4.101 352 57 × 10−7 4.132 709 15 × 10−7 4.132 709 16 × 10−7

EOC 3.00 / 3.00 / 3.00 3.00 / 3.00 / 3.00 3.03 / 3.03 / 3.03 3.03 / 3.03 / 3.03

EC Entropy conserving flux ([30]) KEPEC Kinetic energy preserving entropy conserving flux ([30])
ES Entropy stable flux ([30, 7]) KEPES Kinetic energy preserving entropy stable flux (this work)

Table 2. Computed errors and experimental order of convergence (EOC) for
B2 after five oscillations of the Alfvén wave in one dimension (t = 5.0). The
EOCs are given in the order EOC(L1), EOC(L2), and EOC(L∞).

5.1.2. Orszag-Tang MHD Vortex (2D). The Orszag-Tang vortex problem [19, 7] is a two-
dimensional, spatially periodic problem that has become a classical test for numerical MHD
schemes. The initial data is chosen such that the root mean square values of the velocity and the
magnetic fields as well as the initial Mach number are all one. It begins from smooth initial data
and, as the flow evolves, it gradually becomes increasingly complex, forming intermediate shocks.
The initial conditions are listed in Table 3.

In Fig. 2a we show the result we obtain with the scheme presented in this work (upper half)
and the result from previous work (lower half) [7]. The spatial resolution has been fixed to
256 × 256. Note that the system exhibits 180◦ rotational symmetry such that the two results
allow a direct visual comparison between the two schemes. A pixel-by-pixel comparison of the
results in Fig. 2a is shown in Fig. 2b. Typical relative differences between the two ES schemes are
on the order of . 10−3 in smooth regions and . 10−1 at shocks. We see that the newly developed
KEPES scheme has a similar accuracy as the ES scheme [7] that is based on the IR scheme.
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Density % 1

Pressure p 1/γ

Velocity u (− sin(2πy), sin(2πx), 0)T

Mag. field B 1
γ (− sin(2πy), sin(4πx), 0)T

Domain size {x, y}min = {0, 0}
{x, y}max = {1, 1}

Boundary conditions all: periodic

Uniform resolution 256× 256

Simulation end time tmax = 0.5

Adiabatic index γ = 5/3

Table 3. Initial conditions and runtime parameters: Orszag-Tang MHD vortex
test (2D).
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Figure 2. The Orszag-Tang MHD vortex at t = 0.5. (a) We show two results:
The upper left half of the image displays the fluid density computed with the
numerical fluxes proposed in this work (KEPES), while the lower right half is the
solution as obtained with the ES scheme [7]. Both schemes are hybrid schemes
as given by (2.20). (b) Relative difference between the two schemes presented in
(a).

5.2. Robustness. Next, we illustrate the increased robustness of the newly proposed entropy
stable scheme. To do so we consider a test problem where a strong shock propagates through a fast
moving medium in Sec. 5.2.1 and a high Mach number variant of the wind tunnel with a step [10]
in Sec. 5.2.2. We demonstrate the improved robustness in one, two and three spatial dimensions.
Also, we show that the entropy stable scheme with a naive averaging of the dissipation term from
[7] crashes immediately for these strenuous test cases.
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5.2.1. Explosion in a moving ambient medium (1D, 3D). As has been shown by the authors in a
recent work [8], the entropy conservative numerical flux of Ismail and Roe (IR) with some form of
dissipation to achieve entropy stability used in the literature [4, 11, 15, 24] can suffer breakdown
for certain flow configurations. For clarity, the numerical tests in this section use the version of
the entropy stable IR implementation outlined by the authors in [7]. One such flow configuration
that causes the IR scheme to crash for practical CFL numbers represents a typical situation in
astrophysics, namely supernova explosions in streaming ambient media. The initial conditions
are identical to those used in [8] and Sec. 3. They are summarized in Table 4 for completeness.
The sound speed in the ambient medium is aamb ≈ 1.2× 10−3, i.e. the background medium
moves with a velocity of roughly Mach 7700 in this demanding test case. We also found the new
formulation is equally robust for a MHD variant of the initial conditions in Table 4 where we set
a strong background magnetic field B = 100. We note that our implementation of the IR-type
scheme from [7] could run to the final time if the CFL number is reduced to CFL ≤ 0.015.

r ≤ r0 r ∈ (r0, r1) r > r1

% 1 1 1
u (10, 0, 0)T (10, 0, 0)T (10, 0, 0)T

p 1 f(r) + 1× 10−6 1× 10−6

with r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2,

and f(r) = r1−r
r1−r0

Domain size {xmin, xmax} = {−1, 1}
Initial explosion radii r0 = 0.02, r1 = 0.1

Boundary conditions zero-gradient (“outflow”)

Adaptive refinement on density, pressure

Simulation end time tmax = 5× 10−2

Adiabatic index γ = 5/3
Table 4. Initial conditions and runtime parameters: Explosion in fast moving
ambient medium (1D, 3D). In one dimension, r = |x|. In three dimensions, we
use a quadratic box.
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Figure 3. Density profile of the explosion in a fast moving ambient medium
at t = 0.05. The IR scheme breaks down during the very first time step, so no
result can be shown. The colorbar shown in the upper part of the right subplot
indicates the refinement level of the AMR grid at the plotted time. More greenish
corresponds to a higher adaptive spatial resolution.

In Fig. 3 we show the computed density at t = 0.05. Due to the initial velocity of u = 10.0, the
centre of the explosion has moved to x = 0.5 at this time. The FLASH framework has full AMR
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(a) IR (b) KEPES

(c) IR, no initial velocity (d) KEPES, no initial velocity

Figure 4. Linear density three-slice plots of the explosion in a fast moving
ambient medium at t = 0.05. We show zoomed-in regions around the interesting
features. (a) The IR scheme breaks down during the very first time step, as in
the 1D case. (b) The KEPES scheme is capable of modelling the moving shock
wave problem. In (c) and (d) the simulation is shown with zero initial velocity
to illustrate that both schemes function for a standard MHD blast wave test.

capabilities and the color bar in Fig. 3 represents the refinement level in the one-dimensional
mesh for the blast wave test case. It serves to note that the AMR refinement is able to track the
strong shock with a moving background medium. The explosion profile is asymmetric because
the flow velocity inhibits the left-going shock front and supports the right-going shock front. We
present results of this test in three spatial dimensions for the moving, Fig. 4 (a) and (b), and
stationary, Fig. 4 (c) and (d), background media. We see that for the moving media test the IR
scheme suffers breakdown whereas the new scheme remains stable. If the media is at rest than
both schemes complete the computation and give similar results in multiple dimensions.
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5.2.2. Fast flow in a wind tunnel with a step (2D). The wind tunnel that contains a step was
first described in [10], who used it to compare several hydrodynamical schemes. Woodward and
Colella [31] later reused it to compare more advanced methods including their PPM solver. It
exercises the scheme’s ability to handle strong unsteady shock interactions in higher dimensions.
Furthermore, it can be used to verify that a code solves problems with irregular boundaries
correctly. The flow is unsteady and exhibits multiple shock reflections and interactions between
different discontinuities. We consider here a more difficult variant of this test case to highlight the
gain in robustness of our new scheme. Note that the IR scheme crashes early in the computation
due to overestimation of density flux close to the step where the pressure increases significantly.

Density % 1.4

Pressure p 1

Velocity u (15, 0, 0)T

Domain size {x, y}min = {0, 0}
{x, y}max = {3, 1}

Adaptive refinement on density, pressure

Simulation end time tmax = 4.0

Adiabatic index γ = 1.4

Table 5. Initial conditions and runtime parameters: Fast Wind Tunnel with a
Step (2D).

The initial conditions are listed in Table 5. The inflow, imposed at the left, is super sonic and
results in an initially uniform Mach 15 flow. Note the the commonly used inflow velocity is a fifth
of the velocity we choose for the more demanding test presented here. The front of the step is
treated as a reflecting boundary, as are the upper and lower y−boundaries. The left boundary is
a supersonic inflow boundary with constant values given by the initial conditions. The right-hand
side uses an outflow (zero-gradient) boundary.
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Figure 5. Fast Wind Tunnel with a Step (t = 2.0): Linear plot of pressure p.
Adaptive grid resolution up to 960× 320.

Immediately, a shock forms in front of the step and curves around the corner. The shock
expands to the right (downstream) and grows in size until it strikes the upper reflecting boundary
just after t = 0.5. We note that in high-resolution runs, we see Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities
(KHIs) at the shock intersections in the top region of Fig. 5 showing a pseudocolor plot of the
thermal pressure contours. These waves propagate downstream and are refracted by the second
and third reflected shocks. This effect can also be seen in Fig. 3 of [31] for the standard wind
tunnel with a step test, which shows the KHIs at a slightly later time.
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6. Conclusion

In this work we demonstrate that care and attention is required to determine a discrete
dissipation operator for use with entropy stable numerical approximations. Otherwise, as we
demonstrate with 1D, 2D, and 3D examples, the numerical scheme can generate pathological
behaviour for flow configurations with very strong shocks in moving media. For a concrete example
we use the previous entropy stable implementation of the authors in [7] and compare its accuracy
and robustness to the new entropy stable formulation proposed herein. We provide a motivation
and derivation of a new hybrid entropy stable dissipation term that is built from a uniquely
defined averaging procedure. We then demonstrate numerically that this new dissipation operator
performs equally well when compared to a more naively designed entropy stable dissipation term
for problems with low Mach number, like the Orszag-Tang vortex. However, the new dissipation
term removes any unphysical overestimation of dissipative effects of a naive dissipation term and
increases the robustness of the numerical simulation for flows with very strong shocks or high
Mach number flows. The averaging procedure in the dissipation term is uniquely determined
to recover equality between the jump in conservative and entropy variables whenever possible.
Future work includes exploring the utility and application of the newly designed hybrid entropy
stable numerical approximation to more physically relevant flows in the astrophysics community.
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Appendix A. Entropy stable flux and matrix dissipation term for Euler

We explicitly present the KEPES numerical flux function with a matrix dissipation (MD) term
for the Euler equations. The baseline entropy conserving flux is the KEPEC flux derived by
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Chandrashekar [5]

(A.1) f∗,KEPEC
Euler =



%ln{{u}}
%ln{{u}}2 + {{p}}
%ln{{u}}{{v}}
%ln{{u}}{{w}}

pln{{u}}
(γ−1) + {{p}}{{u}} + 1

2%
ln{{u}}‖u‖2


,

where
(A.2)

{{p}} =
{{%}}

2{{β}}
, pln =

%ln

2βln
, ‖u‖2 = 2

(
{{u}}2 + {{v}}2 + {{w}}2

)
−
(
{{u2}} + {{v2}} + {{w2}}

)
.

The matrix dissipation entropy stable flux for the Euler equations has the form

(A.3) f∗,KEPES
Euler = f∗,KEPEC

Euler − 1

2
R̂|Λ̂MD|T̂ R̂

T
JvK .

The average components of the dissipation term are given by

(A.4)

R̂ =



1 1 0 0 1

{{u}}− ā {{u}} 0 0 {{u}} + ā

{{v}} {{v}} 1 0 {{v}}
{{w}} {{w}} 0 1 {{w}}

h̄− {{u}}ā 1
2‖u‖2 {{v}} {{w}} h̄+ {{u}}ā

 ,

Λ̂MD = diag ({{u}}− ā, {{u}}, {{u}}, {{u}}, {{u}} + ā) ,

T̂ = diag

(
%ln

2γ
,
%ln(γ − 1)

γ
, {{p}}, {{p}}, %

ln

2γ

)
,

where

(A.5) ā =

√
γ{{p}}
%ln

, h̄ =
γ

2βln(γ − 1)
+

1

2
‖u‖2.

One can also create a hybrid dissipation term for the Euler equations of the form (2.21) as well.
We note that the selection of the discrete dissipation operator (A.4) creates a scheme that is able
to exactly resolve stationary contact discontinuities. The proof of this property follows the same
structure as that presented by Chandrashekar [5].
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